What does Mwabu do?
We offer a full ecosystem of educational products
and services into African markets.
Core Services
We focus on curriculum development, assessments,
data and analysis in order to create the optimum
Mwabu learner.
Devices and Hardware
The Mwabu tablet is the current method by which
all of our services are accessed but soon, with a
brand new approach to technology, content will be
available across a broad range of platforms
and devices.
Academy
The Mwabu Academy offers an intelligent
interconnected network of teachers, learners and
parents to share good practice across borders. With
a complete set of standard and bespoke change
management courses, Mwabu will offer continued
training in the Mwabu pedagogy for teachers,
advisors and trainers.
Programme
The Programme Office delivers effective and
efficient projects for internal and external customers
of Mwabu ensuring a seamless end to end
implementation and change management approach.

Core Services
This is where we excel.
By focusing on curriculum,
development, assessments,
data and analysis in order
to create the optimum
Mwabu learner.

Teaching resources

Learning Resources

Reporting

A range of practical resources that
help teachers deliver Mwabu lessons
every day of every term.

An array of resources that help
parents and students take learning
home from school.

The ability to track progress and
intervene to support and raise
teacher and pupil performance.

5000 Lesson Plans: These cover every
lesson throughout lower and upper
primary school.

Reading Schemes: A set of original
story books based on staged reading
levels.

Learning Resources: Interactive lessons
for children to do with their teacher or
in groups.

Library of books: A collection of
original stories to read aloud with
parents and older children, or to
extend the more advanced reader.

Reading Schemes: A set of original
story books based on staged reading
levels.
Teacher Training:
Handy teaching tips.

Homework: Fun activities to help
children continue and reinforce their
learning at home.
Games: coming soon

Wikipedia and Dictionary Access:
There is a potted Wikipedia and a
dictionary on each tablet.

Tests and Quizzes: Fun interactive tests
and quizzes are built into all learning
resources.

Exam app: A series of exam-style timed
questions to help teachers prepare
learners for final primary exams.

Exam app: A series of exam-style timed
questions to help learners prepare for
final primary exams.

Real world resources: Useful
real world tools like maps, comic
book learning about water and
sanitation and materials on wildlife
conservation.

Real world resources: Useful real
world tools like writing, spreadsheets,
presentations, maps, comic book
learning about water and sanitation
and materials on wildlife conservation.

Assessment

Translation

The development of valid and
reliable progress-tracking and
assessment tools.

Written and voiced content for multilingual young learners which follows
appropriate standards and is easy to
understand.

Question Database: A big and evergrowing collection of learning assessment
questions based on topic lessons.
Continuous Professional Development
assessments: To help teachers and
heads keep on growing and learning.
Formative assessment: Lesson
plans and interactive resources all
contain questions and quizzes for
learners, teachers and parents to get
instant feedback.
Pre and Post Testing: What learners
know before starting a series of lessons
and what they know after.

Translation: bringing understanding to
learners through their own languages.
Proofreading and checking: ensuring
that learning materials are easy to
read and follow established standards.
Or working with local experts to set
standards, where minority languages
are used in education for the first time.
Voicing: bringing content to life with
clear and engaging narration, in English
and local languages.
Literacy tools: helping children learn to
read and write in their own languages.

Data: As well as all the data that
teachers collect from observing and
assessing pupils, the platform allows
us to collect all sorts of information
to support and drive improvement.
Information and Knowledge Sharing:
Linking learners, teachers, parents and
policy makers to each other and to
shared information and knowledge.
Reporting for Learners: Learners get realtime feedback from quizzes and tests.
Reporting for Teachers: To see how
their learners are progressing: who
needs support and who needs more
challenge; which lessons are working
and which need tweaking.
Reporting for Parents: To know how
their children are progressing and what
they can do to help and encourage.
Reporting for Head Teachers:
Feedback for heads and principals
on how pupils, classes, grades and
teachers are progressing to help them
get involved where needed.
Reporting for policymakers: The realtime, school-based information and
data that education policymakers at all
levels need to drive achievement and
make evidence-based decisions.

Localisation
Lesson plans and interactive
resources are tailored to be relevant
by country and explicitly aligned to
the national curriculum.
Localising e-learning content:
Materials that recognise that every
country is different.
Specifying Curriculum Requirements:
Materials that meet the national
curriculum with lesson plans covering
specific statements of attainment.

Hardware

Academy

Programme

Bespoke Services

The current method by which all of our
services are accessed but soon, content
will be available across a broad range
of platforms and devices.

Continued training in the Mwabu
pedagogy for teachers, advisors and
trainers. An intelligent interconnected
network of teachers, learners and parents.

Delivering effective and efficient
projects ensuring a seamless end
to end implementation and change
management approach.

Designing bespoke e-learning
content across a very wide range
of topics, with public or private
sector organisations.

Teacher Tablet: Designed to help
teachers provide detailed, interactive
lesson plans covering every school day
of Primary School.
Pupil Tablet: The Mwabu tablet allows
students to advance their learning in a
fun and interactive way.
Home tablet: The education isn’t just
limited to school times, it extends into
home use as well.
Headphones (Teacher): Headphones
allow teachers to experience the
auditory aspects of our content.
Headphones (Pupil): Headphones
allow pupils to listen to their lessons in
their chosen language.
Keyboard: The keyboard allows for
easier typing.
Projectors: Lessons can be projected in
classrooms to teach learners.
Solar Chargers: Access to power in our
areas of operation is often limited this
is why we facilitate solar charging of
our devices.
Charging Trolley: Alternatively,
charging trolleys are also available for
users to charge their devices.
USB Chargers: Aligned with modernday devices we also offer USB chargers
for our devices
Content Access Point: A central point
in which users can access content for
their lessons.

Phase 1 three-day teacher training
course: introduces the Mwabu pedagogy,
alongside training in the practical use
of the lesson plans, resources and
technology in the classroom.

Methodology: PRINCE II qualified
and accredited team consistently
delivering on time and within
budget, projects that meet or
exceed stakeholders’ expectations.

One day Mwabu School Coordinator
training course: continued training in
the Mwabu pedagogy, establishing the
Mwabu systems within the school and
strategies for supporting colleagues in
the classroom.

Effective Online and Offline Tools: We
use the latest and most effective tools
for managing, monitoring, reporting,
flowcharting and resource allocation.

One day Head Teacher training:
educates head teachers in the Mwabu
pedagogy and familiarises them with
the technology, enabling them to lead
change management within their schools
to ensure successful implementation of
the Mwabu Approach.
Phase 2 two-day teacher training
course: consolidate Phase 1 Learning
and share best practice, use of
formative assessment, and adapting
their teaching to include differentiation.
Mwabu Advisor Training: depending
on project and advisor role, 1-3 day
courses to ensure continued use of
Mwabu Approach.
Train the Trainer: a set process through
which Mwabu will plan training to suit
the needs of each project.
Advanced Skills Training available

Instructional design development:
From initial client consultation to the
development of the e-learning course
Digitising content and curricula:
Taking existing curriculum content and
making it come alive in a digital format
Produce e-learning content: The
manufacturing process – making your
content into e-learning content

Monitoring & Reporting: Governance,
work plans and sign off, raid logs,
lessons learned loops.

Course development: Creating
e-learning courses aligned with your
specific curriculum or programme

Process Design: How we determine
the workflow, equipment needs, and
implementation requirements for a
particular programme and project.

Learning management system
integration: Implementing effective
infrastructure and platforms to
support the e-learning process

QA: Our way of preventing mistakes
or defects in our products and
services for our customers, providing
confidence that quality requirements
will be fulfilled.

Content management: Managing your
content through effective platforms

Testing & Release Management:
Release management is the process of
managing, planning, scheduling and
controlling a software build through
different stages and environments;
including testing and deploying
software releases.
Communication: effective Internal and
external communication, meetings
and status reports to communicate
ideas, get decisions made and resolve
problems. A true understanding of
who and when to discuss projects
with, in the context of whatever is
most important to the audience.

Programme management and project
delivery: World-class delivery services
ensuring you the best experience
when working with Mwabu
QA and testing: Complete testing
and quality assurance pre, during
and post delivery
Manage and support pilot
programmes and implementation:
Working with you to pilot new
products and services to get the best
from your courses
Bespoke change management
and training provision via Mwabu
academy: Market leading engagement
with teachers, tutors and service
providers designed specifically for you.

